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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to review the most representative studies of the last decade (2006-2015) which deal with the combination of technology and music and concern individuals with Generic learning disabilities. Particularly, the areas of needs in this paper are divided to the following categories: Depression/disruptive behavior, Down syndrome, Intellectual disabilities, Cerebral palsy and Severe/Profound disabilities. It is also underlined the important role of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and digital music tools in promoting musical participation and assisting students with the pre-referred disabilities.

Index Terms—Depression/disruptive behavior, Down syndrome, Intellectual disabilities, Cerebral palsy, Severe/Profound disabilities, melotherapy

1 Introduction

Concerning depression and disruptive behaviors, melotherapy is an alternative therapy, psycho-preventive which emphasizes in the therapeutic value of music [1]. The last decades there is a major increase of music technologies which are useful for clinical settings including computer based applications, digital interface and assistive devices (computer based application like “voice output communication aids – VOCA”). These applications address to adults and adolescents with behavioral disorders [2]. The following research analyses the benefits of Music in the improvement of emotional intelligence, behavior and school performance through an experience with 4º ESO (the Spanish equivalent to England’s Year 11) student group [3]. Nowadays, people are constantly living a stressful life for a brighter future, which consequently causes physical and mental illness. Therefore music therapy is an effective solution to cure these mental illnesses [4]. Music therapy is ideal for students with emotional and behavioral disorders (EBD) [5]. Wiimprovisation process of using Nintendo Wiimotes as Virtual instruments linked to a musical sound system within the framework of Group Music Therapy sessions can offer psychodynamic mediation for patients [6].
Furthermore for Down Syndrome Children (DS), there is an introduction of “Syn-Max” which is mathematics computer application software to learn the concepts of numbers [7]. An alternative teaching tool with great popularity is educational courseware. The purpose of the study is to review the existing courseware designed for Down syndrome children in terms of their design techniques and content [8].

Dealing with intellectual disabilities, there is an emphasis on the role of a digital ‘music jamming’ tool (Jam2jam) in promoting musical participation for these people and enables individual or collective improvisation. It also describes the participants’ orientations to music technology [9]. Following, the pedagogical and social potential of emerging technologies is explored, in particular the iPod, in facilitating the learning of young Australians with severe intellectual, physical and social disabilities [10]. Also, the evaluation procedure for teaching three students with developmental disabilities so as to listen to music and independently operate a portable multimedia device is examined [11]. The focus of this paper is to present the first set of test results generated by the Music Therapy Logbook Proof of Concept Study [12]. Special education for people with Disability, Environmental Education and the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) with the use of Music Paint software are presented in the next paper [13].

Next is presented an Augmented Reality Musical System for music therapy in which, a system of colored cards with graphic symbols replaces the music keyboard for cases with Cerebral Palsy [14]. Also a set of multimedia exercises were used in order to possibly improve the mathematical skills of pupils with mental retardation and cerebral palsy [15]. Due to the demand of an advanced treatment especially for children with cerebral palsy a sophisticated device has been constructed: the Robot Piano Player with tele-operated control [16].

There is an interface which makes use of touch like vibrations in order to encourage children with severe or profound cognitive, sensory and physical impairments to move, using V-Sense as a vibrotactile interface [17]. The development of V-Sense, an “invisible” vibrotactile interface, motivates children with multiple disabilities to move their arms by using vibrations and exploring the saltation perceptual illusion [18]. An original research project (PROMISE) examines the Provision of Music in Special Education in schools for pupils with severe or profound disabilities [19]. Where electronic music technology is being used in therapy, the dominant application is with equipment which uses specialist input devices such as single switches and sensors requiring only gesture rather than physical contact [20]. A revolutionary use of humanoid robot called NAO is very effective for children with autism [21]. Furthermore there is a review of the studies which used microswitches and speech output systems with the aforementioned people during the 1986-1999 period [22]. A qualitative study collected data is provided by music therapists experienced in using electronic equipment using MIDI [23].
2 Generic Learning Disabilities

2.1 Depression/disruptive behavior

Nowadays music therapy is applied very successfully as a note healing method for various affections like stress, nervousness, anxiety, physical and Psychological asthenia, headaches, migraines, insomnia, depression, high blood pressure, palpitations, arrhythmia, dyslexia, Parkinson disease, Alzheimer’s disease, cardiac insufficiency etc [1]. The techniques of melotherapy are divided into two parts, the passive and the active one. The passive method refers to listening to classical music. The active one has several techniques like the Improvisation, the Recreational and the Compositional method. Nowadays, online sources are used in melotherapy (ICT). An experiment has been done in a special needs school in order to establish ways of communication for improving aggressiveness. In conclusion, applying the active methods of melotherapy has led to outline an innovative methodological model [1].

Here there is an introduction of “voice output communication aids – VOCA”) [2]. These applications address to adults and adolescents with behavioral disorders concerning developing social skills, group decision-making, and learning disabilities. For students with multiple disabilities, the use of VOCA allows for independent participation in group music making. There are different cases using VOCA. The first case is with an adolescent with complex needs in a joint music/speech therapy group. The next case refers to the use of switches to enable inclusion in the school band and the last case refers to adolescents with sensory impairments. Other cases concern a child with burns, an elderly woman receiving radiotherapy and an adult in the palliative stages of cancer treatment. Generally music technologies can maximize the proportion of music therapy programs applied to everyone from infants to elders [2].

This research emphasizes a lot in Emotional Intelligence (E.I.) of a group of students and their Intelligent Quotient (I.Q.) [3]. Also examines students’ correspondence and innovative abilities in music classes. The aim is to improve emotional competence and consequently academic performance. The research includes seven demotivated participants with disruptive and antisocial behaviors. The main purpose is to analyze what is the starting point of this student group (deficits, motivations) and enhance their capabilities with the use of music benefits. In short, the goal of this study is to specify if there can be an improvement in the academic performance and the behavior of students’ with emotional problems are the first cause of scholar failure (Lucrat, 1997; Jadue, 2002) [3].

Music therapy is an effective solution to cure mental illnesses caused by stress [4]. Actually Music Therapy via wireless distribution (MITWD), is a concept that combines musical tele-therapy with the benefits of security camera and technology in order to prevent and cure the symptoms and illnesses caused by stress. In particular the appropriate type of music is exceptionally beneficial to cure insomnia, anxiety, depression etc. What is more, music can improve career performance, increase concentration and addresses to physical, emotional, cognitive and social needs of all ages. It also leads to crime prevention. Individualized Music Therapy Assessment Profile (IMTAP) which helps the therapist understand better the patient offers a higher quali-
ty of results. All in all, the musical tele-therapy is not only an innovative and splendid concept, but it is also a safe method for healing as it is retrieved from nature [4].

The objective of this work is the impact of music therapy to students with EBD and the proposal of a model of music therapy for them in a psychoeducational setting [5]. These mentally imbalanced students have short attention spans, difficulties relating to people, low self-esteem and family problems. They are generally easily frustrated. Therefore music therapy contributes positively to communication, behavior and self-confidence. Music therapy programs are applied in schools and residential settings using reading comprehension, phonetics and meaning interpretation. Finally a combination of music and technology is a non-invasive medium that enhances self-expression, self-esteem, motor skills, coordination, socialization, creativity, inventiveness, independence and success. Music is a great reinforce and motivator for human beings [5].

As music therapy is an old-age technique of therapeutic practice which uses music as a communication go between patients and therapists is easily applicable to users [6]. Greek Plato and ancient Chinese healers endorsed this effective technique ages ago. Wiimprovisation introduces Wiinotes as virtual instruments in a move traditional musical mediation therapy. There are references to related work, experimental conditions and results. Future work will focus on assessing the therapeutic potential of our platform’s personalization features in a controlled experiment [6].

2.2 Down syndrome

The Down Syndrome children use the same learning strategy as the normal ones but they learn more slowly [7]. The use of computer base application (SYNMAX) which the children can interact with the material is a great aid. SYNMAX, based on dual coding learning theory, schema learning theory, is the first initiative of development of a learning tool for DS children in Malaysia aimed at enhancing their numeracy skills. There are basically three activities: “Learning”, “Counting” and “Matching”. On the whole the results indicate that the children accept the application and follow the instructions given. For a more pleasant approach the application could replace the existing background music with nursery rhymes or songs [7].

The particular courseware implemented different courseware design techniques with different target subject [8]. The testing result of MEL-SindD has proven that scaffolding method can increase children’s confidence level. Children participated actively when using the courseware. The research took place in Malaysia in the recent years. Also Synmax is a multimedia courseware that focuses on numerical skills among Down Syndrome children. Finally there is a comparison among different courseware in terms of the design techniques and content, so that future improvements and suggestions can be made [8].

2.3 Intellectual disabilities

The research for this paper took place in two day centers in Brisbane, Australia, for adults with significant intellectual disabilities [9]. Jam2jam is a tool based on genera-
itive principles and thus is underpinned by an algorithmic music system which itself exerts at least partial control in the development of a work. With the former the user is allowed to generate a musical output, which is in line with the particular style chosen and without needing the traditionally required performance skills. Knowledge and techniques associated with the rules of different instrumental practices and musical style is not an obstacle. The aim of this survey was the participatory possibilities of the jam2jam tool for people with intellectual disabilities based on the theoretical and conceptual considerations outlined above. Finally, questions are raised of the human–technology interrelations [9].

Epistemologically, this research finds its conceptual framework within constructivism [10]. As far as methodological perspective is concerned qualitative approach was conducted. The iPods, which focus on utilitarianism and non-constructivism, have significant advantages such as multi-media potentialities, flexibility and easy portability. The iPods were placed in classrooms to be used with and by students, under the supervision of teachers using music, photographs, PCS (Picture Card Symbols), videos, spoken word and social scripts in video, textual and slide show formats. All in all podcasting and webcasting introduced culturally diverse musical styles. In the future, the school is looking forward to integrate the program with the use of electronic whiteboards across the school [10].

Mainly the next method includes the operation of an iPod Touch while listening to music [11]. It was divided in the following parts: participants, settings, materials, stakeholder questionnaire, task analysis, video module, experimental design, baseline, video-modeling, fading, follow-up, inter-observer agreement and procedural integrity. The three participants had different performance results which were evaluated accordingly. In conclusion the use of an iPod Touch for leisure purposes as well as for listening to music and using multimedia is a very effective tool [11].

Two hypotheses were evaluated by the music therapist [12]. Firstly, if therapist’s changes in her tempo were affecting patients’ tempo and secondly, whether her musical interventions were helping the patient reduce habituated, rhythmic patterning. The Music Therapy Logbook is the first to apply computational music analysis to recordings of individual music therapy sessions with a combination of percussion instruments and a MIDI piano. Music therapy was illustrated to the high level expertise team via audio and video material so that music therapists could establish the types of music they want to evaluate. Conclusively computational music analysis manages to identify and map the duration of a patient’s improvisations on three different acoustic percussion instruments whilst a therapist plays a MIDI piano [12].

Here is described a pilot use of seven students with disability [13]. In particular, the Music Paint Software and Human Computer Interaction (HCI), developed by the authors of the Dept. of ECE (Thessaloniki, Greece) proposes effective ICT integration to a goal-directed instruction for students with Mild and Moderate mental retardation. The results showed the positive potentiality of the Music Paint to enhance the accessibility of students with disability to Environmental Education opportunities, improving accessibility in the educational settings [13].
2.4 Cerebral palsy

In this article an experiment is conducted addressing to a child with cerebral palsy [14]. The therapist can print cards of different sizes and place them in various ways, according to the desired motor exercise. The objective of this effort is not only to replace but to extend the conversational process of rehabilitation. There is a great simulation of sounds of various musical instruments in order to help users to create melodies and save them. There was an evaluation of the prototype and clinical use. On the overall, the results show that this system has therapeutic interventions and includes learning of motor, psychological, social and musicality [14].

IT in general and internet in particular may well provide a new paradigm so that communication and education approach is more complex than ever before [15]. A case study is presented where a set of multimedia exercises were used in order to possibly improve the mathematical skills of pupils with mental retardation and cerebral palsy. Music and multimedia together with exercises and games is a great learning method for children with special needs. All in all the above mentioned multimedia exercises, help children acquire basic learning skills, increased self-determination, become more autonomous and acquire integration skills [15].

This particular research focuses on investigating communication technologies that encourage interaction between children with severe physical disabilities and robot playmates [16]. These augmentative communication devices motivate children to play, learn and interact through their surroundings. Especially children with physical disabilities such as cerebral palsy have problems using their hands. Therefore this paper emphasizes on the importance of using the Boardmaker® Plus!, which is a special needs education software so as to provide access to toys for children with physical disabilities. Conclusively, piano playing robotic playmate is essential for children with physical disabilities in order to learn and communicate with their emotions [16].

2.5 Severe/Profound disabilities

The introduction on a particular interface is the completion of the Sinasense project, which is a motion-based interface that serves as an educational application for children [17]. This interface fights against severe impaired peoples’ isolation and limitation in their interactions with the surrounding world. The main focus of research on Vibrotactile interfaces is about visually impaired users. It has been used to face saltation illusion, elbow and shoulder flexion. Finally the goal is whether the use of vibrotactile information motivates the user’s movement concerning his arm or forearm [17].

Whereas Vibrotactile interfaces work for users with sight or hearing impairments, there are hardly any interfaces for users with multiple disabilities [18]. The introduction of V-Sense, an “invisible” vibrotactile interface, motivates children with multiple disabilities to move their arms. The initial experience of 5 children for 7 weeks is described in this study. V-Sense is an extension of Sina Sense, a previous vibrotactile interface. The participants’ evaluation is really difficult because they have unique
intellectual, behavioral, physical and sensory conditions. In conclusion the user’s learning and progress is very slow, so there has to be a continuous testing of the interface [18].

This work searches the distinctions and relationships between music education, music therapy and music as a vehicle for other forms of learning, occupation, development and engagement [19]. Furthermore it examines the awareness and preparation of professionals in schools to explore these issues from an informed perspective. Therefore several professors present and expand on the key findings from their recent research project ‘PROMISE’ which examined the Provision of Music in Special Education and particularly in schools for pupils with severe or profound and multiple learning disabilities (SLD and PMLD). Eventually as music promotes body awareness and movement, it also explores the boundaries between education and therapy [19].

Although assistive technologies have enabled access to work and leisure pursuits for severe disabled people, there is limited published relevant information about music technology for therapeutic applications [20]. There were questionnaires with no reference to the definition of music technology. The findings show willingness and positive attitudes on the parts of music therapists. In electronic music technology for therapeutic reasons, the applicable equipment uses specialist input devices such as single switches and sensors requiring only gesture rather than physical contact. Further exploration is warranted into the existent application of electronic music devices in clinical music therapy and in particular those technologies using alternative control interfaces [20].

According to statistics and calculations pupils with intellectual disabilities is stable but there has been a rise in the number of children with profound and multiple disabilities (PMLD) [21]. Nevertheless it has to be proved that it will be the same with pupils with PMLD. NAO which is a humanoid robot is introduced, so as to be used as an educational tool. It is manufactured with a wide range of behaviors including walking, standing up, sitting down, recognizing speech and objects as well as producing speech from text, playing sound files and favorite pieces of music could be transformed into wav files and included as a complete instruction in Choregraphe. One of aims of complex behaviors was to enable the robot to be controlled remotely by microswitches and a joystick. Observations of engagement, assistance and goal achievement remained at the same level [21].

There are seven studies with one microswitch activating different stimuli, two studies with one microswitch connected to tape-recorded verbal messages, speech output systems, studies using one of a few messages and studies using larger numbers of messages [22]. Different forms of stimulation are used: songs, music, video scenes and a vibrating pad. In conclusion there are pros and cons with the use of microswitches but there are much more advantages for people with severe/profound, intellectual or multiple disabilities [22].

Since there is a growing demand for music therapists, these electronic music tools offer an objective assessment of their role in music therapy, but guidelines for their application in therapy are lacking [23]. Using MIDI interesting research questions occur and the findings propose a five-step treatment model when using technologies with people with complex needs. Clinical indicators include complex physical and
sensory disabilities, motivational problems and specific needs pertaining to expression of identity. Eventually the model emphasizes the importance of positioning technology and establishing cause and effect when working with this population, as well as specific skills required of the therapists when using such tools [23].

3 Conclusions

The results of the current study are encouraging and there is a general consensus that ICTs play a significant role in enforcing learning and life skills programs of students with special educational needs. Research has shown that extensive use of computer software has contributed a lot in the reaction between a therapist and a patient in music therapy sessions especially with acquired brain injury patients [12]. Additionally a revolutionary use of robots to engage children with disabilities, especially autism has been proved very effective [21]. In conclusion, music technology has a precious role within therapeutic horizons and much better potential than it has been identified. Therefore there are several fields that require further research.
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